Do more with Dragon® Professional Anywhere

7 ways to improve your workday with AI-powered speech recognition for social services

1. Work faster and smarter—all by voice
   3x faster than typing notes, reports, and case files—authoring documentation by voice accelerates productivity for caseworkers.

2. Optimized documentation accuracy
   Dictate detailed documentation with 99% accuracy. Dragon Professional Anywhere works on any modern Windows PC.

3. Automate your workflow
   Streamline your documentation by adding customized templates and social-work specific language to improve workflows and efficiencies.

4. Cloud-based mobility
   Cloud-based technology means that you can manage your casework anywhere. Flexible enough to use whenever an Internet connection exists—no desk required.

5. Secure and compliant workflows
   Built-in encryption supports HIPAA compliance and helps keep social worker casework secure.

6. Share customizations with confidence
   Customizations—like an Auto-text—created in Dragon Professional Anywhere can be synchronized with other Dragon solutions, like the companion mobile app.

7. Achieve more, in less time
   Speed, accuracy and flexibility mean you’re doing more in less time. That leaves more face time with children and families—and more time for caseworkers.

Unmatched outcomes for social workers
Dragon Professional Anywhere empowers agencies to increase productivity and improve the work-life balance for their caseworkers.

- 2 HRS saved per case worker per shift with clients
- 5 OF 7 social workers submit case notes faster with Dragon
- 6 OF 7 social workers believe their case notes are more detailed with Dragon

Discover how you can transform your workday and get more done in less time with Dragon Professional Anywhere at nuance.com/dragon-professional-anywhere